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Su,,"1lI1lary & 

After a short treatise on the origins of current chopping an experimental 

study of small current interruption in SF6 is reported. A puffer type 

circuit breaker model was used. During contact separation two different 

types of arcs occurred successively. Short gap lengths up to ~ 0.5 mm 

gave stable arcs with low arc voltage and small time constant (~ 0.15 ~s). 

Typical chopping level of this "A-mode" was 0.3 A. Further opening of 

contacts caused a transition into a "B-mode" arc with many elongations 

and collapses. This arc type had a higher average voltage and a typical 

chopping level of c-, 0.5 A. A time constant of ~ O. 5 ~s could be deduced 

from stability theory. But this theory could only be proved for the A-mode 

arc. 

It is further shown that only circuit elements in direct vicinity to the 

breaker were involved in the chopping phenomena. Chopping levels of the 

B-mode arc were independent of arc length or current to interrupt but 

could be raised by capacitance in parallel to the breaker. 

All reignitions were of dielectric nature and post arc conductivity was 

never found. 
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effective capacitance in parallel to the arc 

effective source side capacitance 

effective load side capacitance 

frequency, see table 1 

frequency of arc oscillation 

f. at inset of instability 
~ 

arc chopping current 

crest value of current to interrupt 

arc current, (quasi) stationary value 

arc current, momentary value 

current through capacitor in parallel to the arc 

constant of arc characteristic 

dynamic arc inductance in equivalent arc scheme 

effective circuit inductance between C, C and arc 
p 

effective source side inductance 

effective load side inductance 

static arc resistance 

absolute value of dynamic arc resistance 

negative resistance in equivalent arc scheme 

standard deviation 

arc voltage, momentary value 

voltage across capacitance in parallel to the arc 

arc voltage, mean value before current chopping 

current exponent of arc characteristic 

arc time constant 

circular frequency, see table 1 

2rrf 
o 
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1. Introduction. 

If a small current is interrupted by a circuit breaker in an a.c. network 

the arc always ceases before the current has reached its natural zero 

value. The sudden current chopping can give rise to high overvoltages 

across inductivities in the interrupted circuits. These overvoltages may 

be dangerous especially when no-load transformers or reactors with small 

parallel capacitance are switched off. 

Many investigators put attention to current chopping phenomena in air

blast, oil and vacuum breakers [1-13] but few information is available 

on current chopping in SF6 [13, 27] . 

This paper gives a short survey of the origins for current chopping in 

high voltage networks and describes an investigation of current chopping 

in SF6 . The experiments are performed with a puffer-type breaker model in 

a medium voltage (10 kV) lab circuit. 

The results are used to deduce arc time constants from the Mayr-Rizk 

instability theory. 

2. Origins for current chopping. 

Current chopping can be produced by a variety of causes: 

- arc instability due to the negative slope of the U(I)-characteristic, 

- arc elongation followed by breakdown over a smaller distance; 

- main circuit oscillations, including virtual current chopping; 

- arc to glow discharge transition; 

- electrode effects 

and by combinations of these effects. 

These origins of current chopping will first be treated shortly. 

2.1. Forced current zero and 

current chopping due to negative arc characteristic 

Even for a constant arc voltage there will be a slightly forced current 

zero if the arc voltage cannot be neglected in comparison with the main 
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voltage. This phenomenon is well known from synthetic testing practice 

[26]. It is much more dominating during small current interruption 

because of the steeply rising voltage with falling current and the 

small rate of change of current. The effect is increased by the 

capacitance in parallel to the breaker. 

This kind of "current chopping" is essential for low voltage interruption 

and medium voltage magnetic blast circuit breakers. It forces a mono-

tonicly decreasing current. Familiar to it is the forced current zero in 

interrupting short circuit currents, where the electrical conductivity 

disappears before the voltage suppression peak has reached its maximum 

(fig. 1). This effect was first described by Van Sickle [14] and later 

expanded by Puppikofer [15]. The latter applied it to explain current 

chopping when interrupting no-load transformers. More recently 

Young L71 and Rieder [16] used this model. 

Fig. 1. 

• t 

Forced current zero (t ) due to parallel capacitance. 
a 

The van Sickle-Puppikofer effect is not very likely in small current 

circuits containing oil, air blast, SF6 or vacuum breakers. It needs a 

high capacitance Cp in parallel to the breaker combined with a small 

inherent inductance. This can be illustrated by a simple example. If 

the arc characteristic be presented by ui=K and current fall by di/dt=w'i, 
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about 10% of the main current itt) is commutated in the capacitor if 

i=(10KWC 1)1/3. So if e.g. K=1000, w=314 and I ~ 30 A a capacitor as 
p 

large as 1 uF starts to be effective if the current itt) < 3 A. In 

practice the effective capacitance at low current interruption is 

generally much smaller and current chopping levels with such parallel 

capacitors are much higher than 3 A [10,111. 

So it is not surprising that a monotonicly falling current never was 

observed in our test circuits. 

In vacuum breakers the arc looses its conductivity suddenly within much 

less than a microsecond. This kind of chopping was also observed in SF6 

at very small arc lengths. In all other cases current chopping was 

accompanied by some form of high frequency disturbance. Best known is 

the "instability oscillation" with increasing amplitude superimposed 

on the main frequency current, fig. 2 • 

..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...... ........... 
.......... ..... 

• t 

Fig. 2. Forced current zero due to instability oscillation. 

In prinCipal a high frequency oscillation can be concluded from the 

(quasi) static arc characteristic [11. But as the period of the 

instability oscillation is of the same order of magnitude as the 

thermal arc time constant it is clear that the dynamiC behaviour of 

the arc is involved in the phenomena. 
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Dynamic arc instability was amply studied by Mayr [17] as early as 1943. 

Afterwards several authors [2-4] employed his results to specific 

circuits. They all accept an exponential adaption of electrical 

conductivity with an "arc time constant" after a small current step 

(fig. 3). This leads to an equivalent transient impedance scheme for 

the arc, including an inductance and a negative resistor, giving the 

same response to a current step. 

u(Ol-..... 

-- - - - - - -::-:-~-- u(CI»'10 u(Q)+ ~~ 4i (~~ <0) 

=u(Q)-Rd 4i 
r--------- i(CI) 

i (O)-.-J Rd=-(~)i=j(Ol 

-t 
. . -tiS 

U(t)- U(Q)=- Rd 41+(Rd +Ra)4I.e 

Ra = u(Q) 
i(O) 

Fig. 3. Exponential arc voltage response. 

Fig. 4. Dynamic arc scheme from exponential response. 

--•• iii 

L R 

Cs Lt 

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit used for stability 
investigation. 
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The most extensive study, directed to high voltage network circuits, 

was published by Rizk [4]. He derived the equivalent arc scheme of 

fig. 4 and used this scheme at the place of the circuit breaker in a 

one phase circuit proposed by Baltensperger (fig. 5). Accepting that 

Ls and Lt are so large that they are not involved in the high frequency 

phenomena leaves a third degree differential equation for the remaining 

circuit. Using Hurwitz criteria and putting in R« Rd he found the 

requirement for stable solutions: ,',} 

R 
a 

C 
> 0 

At the stability limit an oscillation rises with frequency 

W. 
1 

w 
o 

l/c (L+8R ) 
a 

O} 

(2) 

(Note that the arc acts as a vh·tzwl inductance with magnitude eRa) . 

Combining (l) and (2) yields 

w 
o 

(3) 

If the quasi-static arc characteristic at the inset of instability is 

represented by 

one finds (with Rd 

1 
C 

K constant 

-aR ) Rizk's stability criterium 
a 

aR 
a 

8 

,,} See fig. 3,4,5 and list of symbols for meaning of letters. 

(4 ) 

(5) 
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Combining this result with (2) shows that the frequency at inset of 

instability is 

w 
o 

;;/8 (6) 

(Rizk further studied the influence of a capacitor or a resistor directly 

across the breaker, the influence of the source side and load side 

inductivities and of the fact that in practice Lis and CiS are 

distributed instead of lumped elements. He also put attention to multi-

time-constant arcs and to the wellknown fact that the arc time constant 

is not a constant). 

Mayr as well as Rizk emphasized that stability testing at best can yield 

the condition at which an instability oscillation will be superimposed 

on the arc current. But it cannot at all produce a pronouncement whether 

the current will really chop. 

Our experiments learned that the criteria satisfy very well for short 

arcs and very small chopping levels when 0»L/Ra. The arcs then burn 

so stable that a can be determined with good accuracy. Moreover a 

growing instability current soon leads to a current chopping because 

of the low main frequency current value. 

2.2. Current chopping by arc collapse. 

The intensive cooling by a moving gas can cause strong elongations and 

even curls in small current arcs especially at longer contact gaps [4,5]. 

At the same time the arc voltage rises rapidly to a high value and 

introduces a breakdown across a smaller distance by short circuiting part 

of the arc. These phenomena will be called here "arc collapse". It can 

repeat many times before the current chops and so causes the well known 

irregular pattern in the voltage trace on many oscillograms of small 

current interruption (see e.g. fig. 15). 
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Arc elongation can introduce current chopping after an increasing 

instability oscillation because in equation (5) a may be high and R 
a 

increases rapidly .. 

During arc elongation the inherent circuit breaker parallel capacitance is 

charged to a high voltage and after arc collapse the voltage surplus may 

cause an oscillating current through the arc. This oscillation is super-

imposed on the quasi steady state arc current and may cause current 

chopping by forcing the latter to zero in the first negative half loop. 

The arc collapse oscillation is damped by the arc resistance. Its 

frequency is principally determined by the virtual arc inductance eRa and 

the parallel capacitance C , the same elements which are involved in the 
p 

instability oscillation. Therefore the frequency is of the same order of 

magnitude in both cases. 

At first glance one might expect that arc collapse would cause a higher 

chopping level than dynamic arc instability. The experimental fact that 

up to now no notable difference could be concluded is theoretically 

,,) 
explained in a separate paper .. 

Murano e.a. [10] reported that their choppings were always preceded 

by an arc collapse when testing air-blast and oil breakers with 

additional parallel capacitors. The same tendency was found in our 

experiments in SF60 

2.3. Current chopping by main circuit oscillations. 

SUdden variations of the arc resistance, especially arc collapse and 

reignitions after a short period of interruption, can produce oscillations 

in the surrounding circuitry and even in the complete main circuit [5,18]. 

These oscillations are again superimposed on the industrial frequency 

current. They can force the current to zero directly or to such a low 

momentary value that "normal" current chopping starts. 

~) soon to be published elsewhere. 
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The special case where arc reignition in one phase of a three phase 

circuit induces current zero's in the other two phases is called "virtual 

current chopping". It can cause extremely high overvoltages in the system 

when the circuit breaker has no post arc current and builds up a high 

dielectric strength in a short time. This is especially the case in 

vacuum and SF6. A treatise on virtual current chopping can be found in 

literature [18-20]. 

2.4. Current chopping by arc-to-glow-discharge transition. 

Hydrogen is the principal decomposition product (80%) of oil by the 

burning arc. Edels [21] reported arc-to-glow transition in hydrogen of 

0.5 to 2 bar at a critical current value of ~ 1.5 A. The transfer was always 

accompanied by a large jump to lower current density and a 

(relatively lower) jump in voltage. Normally the circuit elements do not 

allow a sudden discharge-voltage jump during small current interruption 

and one may expect that the current chops at the transfer level. In our 

experiments with oil breakers the lowest chopping level which could 

be attained, even when interrupting purely resistive currents, was 

1.3 A. The same limit was reported by Damstra [8]. It is very likely 

that the pressure in the gas bubble in oil during small current 

interruption is very near to normala 

According to Edels [22] arc-to-glow discharge transfer in N2 at 1 bar 

takes place at 05. A. Because of the highly unstable nature of the arc 

at higher current levels one may not expect that this transfer has any 

significance in air blast breakers. 

In experiments with the SF6-model short arcs could be stable down to 

~ 0.3 A and then sometimes abruptly stopped without any oscillation 

(see fig. 14). up to now it could not yet be concluded whether this 

kind of chopping is due to arc column or to electrode effects. 
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2.5. Current chopping by electrode effects. 

All specified reasons mentioned before were in some way connected to 

the properties of the arc column especially to the negative slope of 

the (quasi) stationary arc characteristic. The vacuum breaker arc has 

a positive u-i-characteristic and for small currents an extremely 

low column voltage. This metal vapour arc has an essentially unstable 

character. It has a continuous decay and renewal of cathode processes. 

Each cathode has a limited lifetime (of the order of 10-7_10-6s) and 

current (~100 A for cu contacts). Daalder [23] showed theoretically 

and experimentally that Joule heating in and ion production at the 

cathode surface are evident for maintenance of the arc processes. Up 

to now a quantitative determination of the minimum current in a cathode 

spot is not yet deduced from theory. Experiments show chopping levels 

of ~ 4 and ~ 9 A for Cu and W respectively. Lower values are obtained 

in commercial available breakers by using special alloys as contact 

material. An extensive study of current chopping by vacuum arcs is 

reported by Holmes [24]. 

Because of the short lifetime of individual cathode spots and the 

positive slope of the arc characteristic vacuum arc chopping shows an 

extremely steep current decay without any instability oscillation. 

In other circuit breakers the same picture of chopping was only found 

in SF6 , as mentioned before. 

Farrall and Cobine [25] investigated low current arcs in A , N2 , H , r e 

H
2

, 02 and SF
6 

in a low voltage circuit (125 V d.c.). They showed that 

under these conditions arc duration is statistical. Typical lifetimes 

for SF
6 

were of the order of O.ls. In their opinion the duration of 

arcs in gases is principally determined by the abundance of metal 

vapour near the cathode and its loss rate through the surrounding gas. 

So current chopping due to electrode effects is principally possible 

in all kinds of breakers but has no practical importance except for 

vacuum. 
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3. Current chopping in SF6 . 

3.1. Experimental set-up and procedure. 

To facilitate comparison with other types of breakers investigated 

formerly [5,6] a same experimental set-up was chosen as much as 

possible. The circuit of fig. 6 was used. Low voltage main network 

feeds in via a threephase transformer 380 V/l0 kV from which two 

phases are used. Inductive load are low voltage air-core coils 

connected via a second 10 kV/380 V transformer. Programmed switching 

at the low voltage source side prevented in-rush effects. 

vo 
to eRO 

... 
Ll 

T2 

Fig. 6. Test circuit 

MS Make switch 

Tl Transfonner 0,38/10 kV, 400 kVA 

T2 Transformer 0,38/10 kV, 315 kVA 

CB Breaker under investigation 

VD voltage divider 

S shunt 

C capacitor in parallel 

Ll inductive load 

For current measurements low inductance shunts with a straight response 

characteristic from d.c. to > 10 MHz/s were employed. Voltages were 

measured via a mixed (capacitive-resistive) divider with a low 

capacitance (25 pF) and high resistor value (400 MQ). Circuitry and 

measuring techniques are amply described in [5]. 
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The experiments were carried out with a medium voltage SF6 puffer-type 

breaker model (fig. 7). The static pressure was kept at 3 bar (abs). 

The total dynamic pressure during operation without current flow never 

exceeded 3.5 bar (abs). Dynamic pressure could not yet be determined 

during current interruption because of the severe signal disturbances 

caused by the burning arc. One may expect that even for the highest 

currents investigated (42 A) no notable pressure increase exists. 

Fig. 7. SF6 breaker model. 
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Currents of 8, 16, 30 and 42 A (crest values) were investigated 

without additional parallel capacitance, 8 and 42 A with 6,000 pF and 

8 A with 12,400 pF added in parallel to the breaker. The circuit 

voltage was kept 10 kV (r.m.s.) 

The average contact opening speed was 0.4 mls with a dip to ~ 0.2 mls 

at the very moment of contact separation for the experiments 

described here. This feature made it possible to study short and 

relatively stable arcs during the first current zero as well as 

longer arcs liable to violent disturbances during the second, final 

zero. This advantage had to be paid by a larger inaccuracy in 

estimating short gap lengths. 

3.2. Equivalent test sCheme. 

Detailed study of all oscillations during a complete interruption 

cycle combined with high frequency impedance measurements made it 

possible to deduce the practical equivalent scheme of fig. 8. All 

dampings are neglected. The high frequency resistance R measured 

across the open circuit breaker was 1 - 2 [l between 0.5 and 2 MHz. 

In table 1 all oscillations are summarized. Numbers refer to 

indications in fig. 8. 

0.067H 

Ls 

u 
"-

10 kV(rms) 

R 

Cs 
950pF 

added ~2300 pF 
hooo pF 
~185 pF 

"'90pH 

L' 

Cp 

<4pH 

Ct 

4500pF {

S.6H 
Lt 2.4H 

1.25 H 
077H 

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit derived from test results. 
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Name Symbol Measured values 

Industrial frequency W f = 50 Hz 
n n 

Instability oscillation w. fi = 0.1 
1 

Oscillations after a 
reignition: 

First parallel osc. W = (L C )-1/2 f > 5 
Pl pp P1 

1.05 

0.7 

second parallel osc. W = (L' 'C" )-1/2 f 
P2 P2 

Main circuit asc. wst 
= (L'C' )-1/2 f 

st 

Oscillations after 
current interruption 

Source side osc .. W = (L C )-1/2 f s s s s 

Load side osc. w
t = (L C )-1/2 f t t t 

... -~-------'----'----

Table 1. Review of oscillations. Here C' = C +C 
s t 

C" = C c Ie' . 
s t ' 

Further symbols refer to fig. 8. 

3.3. Test results. 

- 2 MHz 

MHz, C ~ 185 pF 
P 

MHz, C ~ 6200 pF 
P 

MHz, C ~ 12500 pF 
P 

'" 0,6 MHz 

= 8,5 KHz,L
t

=5,6H 

= 20 KHz 

= 1010Hz , L
t

=5,6H 

1530Hz , Lt "2,4H 

2150Hz , Lt =1,2H 

2740Hz , Lt=O ,8H 

In spite of the relatively low pressure and contact speed and some-

times high restriking voltages (> 4 p.u.) never a full current loop 

could be produced after contact separation during these tests. The 

maximum possible arc length showed to be ~ 5 rom according to a life-

time of ~ 14 ms. 

I 
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All reignitions after the first current chopping were dielectric and 

no post-arc current could ever be concluded from our oscillograms 

even when the solution was < 10 rnA. Reignitions after the second 

current zero were never observed. (First results with higher current 

(~ 80 A) show longer arcs and a full current loop). 

The chopping level was remarkably low when no capacitors in parallel 

to the breaker were connected. 

Four different types of current chopping could be distinghuised: 

Mode A. The instability oscillation has a regular pattern. All loops 

are sinusoidal and the amplitude grows more or less exponentially 

until the zero line is (nearly) attained. This mode is frequent for 

short stable arcs. Typical frequencies were between 1 and 2 MHz. An 

example is fig. 9. 

Mode B. The arc is longer and liable to elongations and collapse. 

More or less damped instability oscillations are frequent before the 

final one leads to chopping. This final oscillation often does not 

grow down to the zero line but the last and definite half loop breaks 

out. All freqencies were in D.S MHz range when no parallel capacitor 

was applied. Figs. 10 and 11 are typical examples. 

Mode c. The chopping mode according to fig. 12 is introduced by arc 

collapse. It can only occur when the current is not far from the 

stability limit (see appendix). Therefore often damped instability 

oscillations are on the current trace before chopping, see fig. 13. 

Mode D. If the arc is extremely short chopping may be abruptly 

without any prior oscillation as seen in fig. 14. 

Besides these pronounced types often combinations of two or even three 

modes occurred. But as a rule it can clearly be distinghuised which 

mode leads to chopping. 

Fig. 15 shows the arc voltage after contact separation. It can be 

seen that after some milliseconds the stable arc with a low arc 

voltage transists into a more unstable mode with many elongations 

and collapses and a higher average arc voltage. The period of the 
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Fig. 13. C-mode chopping combined with 
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Fig. 14. Abrupt chopping, D-mode, i = 8 A 
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Fig. 15. Arc voltage after contact 
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stable arc increased with increasing current to interrupt reaching 

from ~ 2 ms at 8 A to ~ 4 ms at 40 A. 

The relation between chopping level and mode versus contact opening 

time before current zero for 8 A current to interrupt can be seen 

from fig. 16. 

fio (AI 
~~- ~- j-- 1-- - r--I-

0,4 

0,3 - ---

0, 2 ~ ~~ -~ 

mode 0 
0, 1 --

® t (ms) -o 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 

tiD (Al 

~- - ~- ~-1-- I-~ 

4 o. 

3 
.~ . • 

o. 

0, 2 

mode A 
1 

® terns) 
0, 

-o 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 

lio Al 

o. 8 

o. 7 . . . . 
+ 

0.6 

o. 5 
·F 

0/0 

0.3 

0.2 
modeS 

1 
CD t (ms) 

o. 

-o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 

Fig. 16. Relation between chopping current 10 and contact opening 
time for modes D, A and B. 
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These results together with detailed chopping oscillograms learn: 

Mode D occurs for arcs of the order of tenths of millimetres. 

Typical voltage at chopping moment was 60 V with spread within 

measuring inaccuracy (~ 16 V). Chopping currents were between 0.17 and 

0.42 A with average value 0.28 A. 

Mode A occurs for stable arcs of 0.2 - 0.5 rom length. Voltages and arc 

resistances were higher, chopping currents were in the same range as 

mode D. Oscillating frequencies were between 1 and 2 MHz, higher 

values going with smallest contact gaps. This mode is more extensive 

investigated for checking stability criteria. Relations of voltage, 

current and resistance with frequency are given in fig. 17. Chopping 

currents were between 0.18 and 0.46 A with average of 0.27 A. With 

growing length the arc transists into less stable character. Chopping 

in such an arc is of B-mode if not collapse induced. Therefore the arc 

types can be called A-mode or B-mode arcs referring to the typical 

chopping phenomena which point out specific properties of each type. 

B-mode choppings showed a larger spread in chopping current and 

accompanying voltages and resistances but a typical narrow frequency 

range around 0.5 MHz. Average chopping level was ~ 0.5 A, spread was 

as indicated in fig. 16c. 

B-mode choppings at first and second current zero are compared in 

table 2. for 8 A to interrupt. Although the arc during the second 

half loop was much more unstable than during the first one no 

significant difference in chopping level, arc resistance or frequency 

can be observed. 
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nr. i S, u S R S f 
of 0 1 0 U 0 r 0 zero gap 
tests A A V V Q Q MHz 

1 st = 1 nun 11 0.53 0.08 845 200 1570 260 0.50 

2 nd = 5 nun 8 0.46 0.06 605 150 1300 185 0.53 

Table 2. B-modes at first and second current zero 

In table 3 chopping conditions at different interrupted currents are 

compared. All values relate to the second and definite interruption. 

For all interrupted currents practically the same average resistance 

and frequencies are found. 

The average chopping level is somewhat lower for higher currents to 

interrupt. 

i nr. of tests 

A 

8 67 

16 15 

30 7 

42 8 

Table 3. 

i u R f 
0 0 0 0 

A V Q MHz 

0.49 666 1330 0.~2 

0.39 525 1350 0.54 

0.36 455 1248 0.53 

0.43 600 1410 0.53 

Mode B choppings for different currents 
to interrupt. 

Sf 

MHz 

0.03 

0.03 

0.02 

0.03 

Lower instability frequencies and arc resistances accompanied by 

Sf 

MHz 

0.02 

0.03 

higher chopping levels were obtained by adding capacitance in parallel 

to the breaker, see table 4. Now most choppings were combined Band C 

modes with arc collapse forcing current to zero. 
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i C nr. i S, u S R SR f Sf 
0 ~ 0 u 0 0 P of 

A nF tests A A V V Q Q MHz M~ 

8 6.0 27 1.55 0.35 675 175 415 115 0.30 0.05 

8 12.3 9 2.56 0.58 710 155 295 83 0.23 0.05 

42 6.0 11 1.43 0.37 385 125 280 85 0.33 0.07 

Table 4. Influence of parallel capacitance. 

These interruptions often caused high overvoltages (> 4 p.u.) affecting 

the protective gap across the inductive load or the breaker. 

4a Discussion of results. 

Arcs chopped in A or D mode are so short that a reignition and a new 

half current loop can be taken for sure. Therefore the Band C mode 

choppings are the important types for circuit breaker practice. 

The results prove that chopping phenomena are fully governed by the 

circuit elements in the vicinity of the breaker. This is in agreement 

with the starting-point of the stability theory (par. 2.1). 

An experimental proof of this theory is of great importance. At first 

because it is the only tool available to predict chopping levels, but 

also because a reliable theory can be used to determine which circuit 

elements are really involved in chopping and to measure time constants 

of the arcs. 

Such a practical proof meets a variety of difficulties: 

except for A-mode choppings the transition from damped to growing 

oscillations is not clear; 

- the picture is disturbed by arc collapses; 

- inductivities and capacities are distributed; 

the a-value for the u-i-relation is not a constant but varies not 
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only for each individual arc but also during its lifetime; 

one may expect that the arc time constant is not a constant. 

It seems however reasonable to assume that during a reignition the 

same circuit elements Land C are involved as during instability 

oscillation provided the reignition oscillation has a higher 

frequency. In our circuits with or without parallel capacitors the 

"first parallel oscillation" had a much higher frequency than the 

chopping oscillations (see table 1). It may therefore be concluded 

that the involved circuit inductivity L was much smaller than the 

virtual arc inductance 8R This simplifies the stability criterium 
a 

(5) to 

RC <=e/o. 
a 

(7) 

Then study of detailed oscillograms of A-modes and clear B-modes 

can yield values W I a and R for each chopping current i . Using 
o a 0 

(6) and (7) at the inset of instability, so Wo = Ia/e 

values for e and C can be deducted. 
p 

l/leR C , 
a p 

This method was applied for interruption without parallel capacitors. 

Results are in table 5. Average a values at inset of instability 

were 1.3 and 2.5 for A-and B-mode respectively. 

Mode 

A 

B 

Nr. of 

tests 

10 

16 

f. 
1 

MHz 

1.40 

0.52 

0.15 

0.03 

R 
a 

I"l 

713 

955 

204 

173 

e 
~s 

0.13 

0.47 

Table 5. Application of stability theory 

on experimental results. 

0.03 

0.11 

C 

pF 

154 

225 

s 
c 

pF 

43 

71 
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The relations be tween ilre re~>ista.nce, vol ta<Je, current and frequencies at 

the mamen t of curren t chopping are given in fig w 17 for 38 samples of 

A-mode choppings. 

In fig. 2 
17c also the line Ra = l/w OCp is plotted where e = 0.13 ~s and 

a 
Cp = 154 pF according to A-mode average values of table 5. This yields: 

0,5 
tiolA) 

, 
0,4 

x x . x x x x t- --- -

x x ,x ~ I x , ,x x x 

0,3 

0.2 

0,1 -- --- f--- f--
0 fj(MHz) -1.1 )2 1) 1,4 15 1,6 1,7 I,B 1.9 2,0 

!UOIV) 

500 , , 
400 , 
30 0 

, -- , I , , 
'x, , , 

XXx x' 
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, x 
100 

® 'jlMHz) -1,1 \2 1.3 1.4 1,5 1,6 v 1,8 1.9 2.0 

!-¥,;o-Ul) 

1-, x 
o , 
1'-.;- , , . 

0""" -.., 
t-.. ...... xx , 15 -2 

t-x RaDl),10 ,Ij + 200!l. 
0 

"" j--,' ~ t--..... x"', ~- ' 
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120 
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800 

60 
r--- , 

K~-
0 +-- ' x -""- --

15 -2 7 r=:: r-- ,- ---R.-l)_10 ,Ij l 
400 

20 0 

CD IjIMHz) -1.1 \2 1.3 lA 1.5 \6 \7 1.B 1.9 2,0 

Fig. 17. Chopping current {al, arc voltage (b) and arc resistance (c) 
versus frequency for A-mode choppings. 
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This line proves a good agreement with theory. A still better agreement 

gives the dotted line 

Ra 

The more or less constant deviation of ~ 2000 can for the most part be 

explained by the fact that table 5 values were real instability onset 

values. The crossed points in fig. 17c indicate not the onset of 

instability but the resistance at the moment of real current chopping. 

(Independently from this effect the question arises what is the 

influence of the cathode and anode fallon the stability criterium for 

such short arcs). 

Remarkable is the difference in calculated capacitance from A and 

B-mode. Distinghuising column and electrode resistances leads 

to somewhat higher values Cp than given in table 5. This is more 

effective for A-mode choppings because here the chopping level as 

well as the arc resistance are lower. But the difference cannot 

also 

completely be explained by this reason. The conclusion must be that 

a greater part of the source side capacitance is involved in the 

B-mode oscillation with its lower frequency. This agrees with the 

opinion of Gardner and urwin [11). 

Another way to deduce effective capacitance is a study of the 

current and voltage traces at the very moment of chopping. During the 

last and definite negative loop of the oscillation the current fa~l 

and voltage rise are determined by the effective parallel capacitance. 

Hereafter the restriking voltage starts, at first moment principally 

governed by the source side capacitance. If the chopped main current 

would commutate in the same capacitance this would result in an 

increasing voltage rise. The contrary is observed on oscillograrns. 

Only a few oscillograms could be analyzed to this purpose. They 

showed Cp ~ 220 pF and Cs ~ 800 pF which is a good agreement for such 

rough estimates. 
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The fact that all B-modes were in a narrow frequency range makes a 

check as performed in fig. 17c for the A-mode unusable. 

This checking method did not satisfy at all when a lumped low inductance 

capacitor of 6000 or 12,300 pF was connected in parallel. computed 

C values were only 0.25 - 0.5 of really added. Certainly the many 

obstacles mentioned above are for a great part responsible. There 

was primarily the fact that nearly every chopping was induced by arc 

collapse. But it is also very doubtful whether the quickly elongating 

arcs might be seen as quasi-stable and whether for such arcs the 

a-factor has any sense. 

Up to now it can only be concluded that a proof of the stability 

theory for less ideal arcs was not succesful. 

5. Conclusions. 

- When interrupting small currents in SF6 two types of arcs occurred 

successively. At first a stable arc called A-mode arc burns with 

relatively low voltage (typical values between 50 and 500 V). 

Hereafter the arc transists in a more unstable B-mode with many 

elongations and collapses and higher average arc voltage. 

- Extremely short A-mode arcs (~ 0.1 - 0.2 mm) can chop abruptly 

without any oscillations. 

- Longer A-mode arcs chop with h.f.oscillation. Typical values were 

between 1 and 2 MHz. Results were in good agreement with 

stability theory. From this an arc time constant of ~ 0.15 ~s could 

be deduced. 

- Transition into B-mode occurred at 0.5 - 1 mm, longer gaps being 

joined to higher currents to interrupt. Frequencies of instability 

oscillations were 2 to 4 times lower than for A-mode. All values 

were around 0.5 MHz when no parallel capacitance was added. From 

stability theory a time constant of ~ 0.5 ~s was deduced. This 

theory, however, could not be proved from these tests. 
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Typical chopping level for A-mode was ~ 0.3 A, for B-mode ~ 0.5 A 

independent of current to interrupt or arc length. 

- Frequencies and chopping level are determined by circuit elements 

in direct vicinity to the breaker and can be influenced by 

capacitance in parallel to the breaker. Circuit elements involved 

cannot be deduced from lower frequency oscillations. 

- The excellent quenching and insulating properties of SF6 appear in 

low arc voltages and low chopping levels, the fact that never 

thermal reignitions occur and a high dielectric strength over small 

contact gaps. This includes the negative effect that the breaker 

has no tendency to limit its overvoltages. 

- Relatively low parallel capacitance increased tendency to arc 

elongation and collapse and led to higher chopping currents and 

overvoltages. Applying stability theory in these cases was 

unsuccesful. 

- Further study is needed to determine how practical network elements 

such as cables, lines, transformers and reactors are involved in 

chopping phenomena. 
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